Parameter estimation methods for single neuron models.
With the advancement in computer technology, it has become possible to fit complex models to neuronal data. In this work, we test how two methods can estimate parameters of simple neuron models (passive soma) to more complex ones (neuron with one dendritic cylinder and two active conductances). The first method uses classical voltage traces resulting from current pulses injection (time domain), while the second uses measures of the neuron's response to sinusoidal stimuli (frequency domain). Both methods estimate correctly the parameters in all cases studied. However, the time-domain method is slower and more prone to estimation errors in the cable parameters than the frequency-domain method. Because with noisy data the goodness of fit does not distinguish between different solutions, we suggest that running the estimation procedure a large number of times might help find a good solution and can provide information about the interactions between parameters. Also, because the formulation used for the model's response in the frequency domain is analytical, one can derive a local sensitivity analysis for each parameter. This analysis indicates how well a parameter is likely to be estimated and helps choose an optimal stimulation protocol. Finally, the tests suggest a strategy for fitting single-cell models using the two methods examined.